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ABSTRACT 
We developed a new version of The VideoAnnEx, a.k.a. IBM MPEG-7 Annotation Tool, for collaborative multimedia 

annotation task in a distributed environment. The VideoAnnEx assists authors in the task of annotating video sequences with 
MPEG-7 metadata.  Each shot in the video sequence can be annotated with static scene descriptions, key object descriptions, 
event descriptions, and other lexicon sets.  The annotated descriptions are associated with each video shot or regions in the 
keyframes, and are stored as MPEG-7 XML file. We proposed a forum to collaboratively annotate semantic labels to the 
NIST TRECVID 2003 development set. From April to July 2003, 111 researchers from 23 institutes worked together to 
associate 198K of ground-truth labels (433K after hierarchy propagation) at 62.2 hours of videos. This public large set of 
valuable ground-truth data should be useful for the research community, especially for multimedia indexing and retrieval, 
semantic understanding, and supervised machine learning fields, in the years to come.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growing amount of digital video is driving the need for more effective methods for indexing, searching, and 
retrieving of video based on its content. While recent advances in content analysis, feature extraction, and classification are 
improving capabilities for effectively searching and filtering digital video content, the process to reliably and efficiently 
index multimedia data is still a challenging issue. Besides, in order to learn audio-visual concept models, supervised learning 
machines also require ground truth labels being associated with training videos. 

We implemented a VideoAnnEx MPEG-7 annotation tool to allow authors to semi-automatically annotate video content 
with semantic descriptions [9][19].  It is one of the first MPEG-7 annotation tools being made publicly available.  The tool 
explores a number of interesting capabilities including automatic shot detection, key-frame selection, automatic label 
propagation, and template annotation propagation to similar shots, and importing, editing, and customizing of ontology and 
controlled term lists. In Feb. 2003, we released the VideoAnnEx v2.0, which is an MPEG-7 annotation system, including 
clients that are similar to the previous stand-alone versions and administrative web interfaces for ontology management, user 
management, group management, and annotation task management. 

Given the lexicon and video shot boundaries, visual annotations can be assigned to each shot by a combination of label 
prediction and human interaction. Labels can be associated to a shot or a region on the keyframe. Regions can be manually 
selected from the keyframe or injected from the segmentation module. Annotation of a video is executed shot by shot without 
permuting their time order, which we consider an important factor for human annotators because of the time-dependent 
semantic meanings in videos. Label prediction utilizes clustering on the keyframes of video shots in the video corpus or 
within a video. By the time a shot is being annotated, the system predicts its labels by propagating the labels from the last 
shot in time within the same cluster. Annotator can accept these predicted labels or select new labels from the hierarchical 
controlled-term lists. All the annotation results and descriptions of ontology are stored as MPEG-7 XML files.  

Other MPEG-7 annotation tools are available publicly. MovieTool is developed by Ricoh for creating video content 
descriptions conforming to MPEG-7 syntax interactively [14].  While the use of MPEG-7 in VideoAnnEx is transparent to the 
users, MovieTool requires users to be familiar with MPEG-7 and edit the XML files directly using MPEG-7 tags.  The Know-
Center released a MPEG-7 based annotation and retrieval tool for digital photos [16]. The IBM Multimedia Mining Project 
released a Multimodal Annotation Tool, which is derived from an earlier version of VideoAnnEx with special features with 
audio signal graphs and manual audio segmentation functions [2].  



Some other media annotation systems, including 
collaborative annotations, have been developed for 
various purposes. Bargeron et. al. developed an 
Microsoft Research Annotation System (MRAS), 
which is a web-based system for annotating 
multimedia web content [4]. Annotations include 
comments and audio in the distance learning scenario. 
Comparing with VideoAnnEx,  MRAS does not make 
use of lexicon, shots nor personalized management 
system. Steves et. al. developed a Synchronous 
Multimedia and Annotation Tool (SMAT) [15]. 
SMAT is used to annotate images. There is no 
granularity for video annotations nor controlled-term 
labels. Nack and Putz developed a semi-automated 
annotation tool for audio-visual media in news [12]. 
This is a stand-alone application. Users have to 
specify shots manually an. It does not use controlled-
term items, either. The European Cultural heritage 
Online (ECHO) is developing a multimedia annotation 
tools which allows people to work collaboratively on a 
resource and to add comments to it [6]. 

Table 1 shows a list of completed annotation tasks 
using the VideoAnnEx system. In 2001, 5 researchers 
in IBM annotated 11 hours of video with 85 
controlled-term concepts. In 2002, 123 visual concepts were annotated on 23 hours of video. These annotated labels were 
served as the foundation of IBM’s TREC Video Retrieval Systems in 2001 and 2002 [18][1]. This tool is further applied in 
the video collaborative annotation forum in 2003 to establish 433K of semantic labels on 62 hours of video.   

Overview of the Video Collaborative Annotation Forum 

In the wrap-up discussions on TREC 2002 conference, many participants agreed with the importance of common ground 
truth for system development and evaluation. Such a large set of ground truth labels should benefit semantic concept. 
Therefore, in March 2003, we proposed a forum to collaboratively annotate semantic labels to the NIST TRECVID 2003 
development set using VideoAnnEx annotation system. The objective of this forum is to establish ground-truth labels on large 
video datasets as common assets to research society. They are meant to promote progress in video content modeling, 
understanding, indexing and retrieval researches and simplify evaluation across systems.  

The first phase of the forum was to annotate labels on the NIST TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation 2003 (TRECVID)  
development video data set. This development video data is part of the TRECVID 2003 video data set which includes: 

• ~120 hours (241 30-minute programs) of ABC World News Tonight and CNN Headline News recorded by the 
Linguistic Data Consortium from late January through June 1998 and  

• ~13 hours of C-SPAN programming (~ 30 mostly 10- or 20-minute programs) about two thirds 2001, others from 
1999, one or two from 1998 and 2000. The C-SPAN programming includes various government committee 
meetings, discussions of public affairs, some lectures, news conferences, forums of various sorts, public hearings, 
etc.  

The total TRECVID 2003 video set is about 104.5 GB of MPEG-1 videos, that includes the development set (51.6 GB,  62.2 
hours including 3390 minutes from ABC & CNN, 340 minutes from C-SPAN) and the test set (52.9 GB, 64.3 hours 
including 3510 minutes from ABC & CNN, 350 minutes from C-SPAN). 

TRECVID 2003 participants have the option to join the Video Collaboration Annotation Forum, which establishes the 
common annotation set that all forum participants agree to contribute annotations. The set of resulting common annotations 
was available to everyone participating in the forum. Based on these common development set and common annotation set, 
forum participants can develop Type 1 (as specified by NIST) feature/concept extraction system, search system or donation 
of extracted features/concepts. This set of common annotation was available to the public after the TRECVID 2003 workshop 
[11]. 

Year Data # of Annotators Labels Source 
2001 11 hrs   5 -- IBM 85 visual: 8 

events, 28 
scene, 49 
objects 

NASA, 
BBC 

2002 23 hrs 
(~13K 
shots) 

  8 – IBM, 
  4 – Tsing-Hua U. 

123 visual: 
28 events, 36 
scenes, 51 
objects 

Internet 
Movie 

Archive 
(1940s – 
1970s) 

2003 62 hrs 
(46K 
shots) 

111 -- Accenture, 
CMU, CLIPS, 
Columbia U., CWI, 
Dublin, EPFL, 
EURECOM, Fudan 
U., IBM, Intel, KDDI, 
Tsing-Hua U., U. 
Singapore, TUT, UCF, 
U. Chile, UniDE, U. 
Geneva, U. Glasgow, 
U. Mass, UNC, U. 
Oulu 

133 – audio 
& visual: 35 
A&V events, 
38 visual 
scenes, 11 
sounds, 49 
visual objects

CNN & 
ABC news, 
(1998) C-

SPAN 
(1998, 
2000) 

 
Table 1: Completed Annotation Tasks using the VideoAnnEx System



2. OVERVIEW OF VIDEOANNEX COLLABORATIVE ANNOTATION SYSTEM 

VideoAnnEx v2.0 allows collaborative annotation among multiple users through the Internet (see Figure 1). Users of the 
collaborative VideoAnnEx are assigned user IDs and passwords to access a central server, called the VideoAnnEx CA 
(collaborative annotation) Server.  The VideoAnnEx CA Server centrally stores the MPEG-7 data files, manages the 
collaboration controls, and coordinates the annotation sessions.  For collaborative annotation, there are three categories of 
user access to the VideoAnnEx CA Server, and they are: (1) project manager, (2) group administrator, and (3) general user.  
The project manager sets up the project on the VideoAnnEx CA Server, creates the different groups' IDs and allocates video 
responsibilities to groups.  The group administrator coordinates the annotations of the assigned videos and distributes the 
annotation tasks among the individual general users.  The general users are the end users who actually perform the annotation 
task on the VideoAnnEx v2.0 Client.  

There are four major components in the VideoAnnEx 
clients. First, video segmentation is performed to cut up the 
video sequence into smaller video units.  Second, semantic 
lexicon is defined in order to regulate the video content 
descriptions. In the collaborative annotation environments, 
the first two steps may be replaced by downloading a shot 
segmentation MPEG-7 file and an MPEG-7 lexicon file 
from the VideoAnnEx CA Server. Third, an annotator 
labels the video segments with the semantic.  An automatic 
annotation-learning component can be used to speed up the 
annotation task. Fourth, the MPEG-7 descriptions of the 
annotation process are directly outputted from the 
VideoAnnEx.  The goal of the video annotation is to 
categorize the semantic content of each video unit or 
regions in the keyframes and output the MPEG-7 XML 
description file. In the collaborative annotation mode, the 
users can check in the annotated XML to the server, which controls the versions of annotations. Some additional functions 
such as template matching and label editing were added to the VideoAnnEx v2.0 client. In the following subsections, we first 
introduce the user interface and then describe the main client components in further detail. The label editing function includes 
copying, pasting and deleting annotation labels of an individual shot or groups of shots. This is similar to general operations 
in the common word editing tools, that we will not show more details. 

2.1 Graphical User Interface 

The VideoAnnEx is divided into four graphical sections as illustrated in Figure 2.  On the upper right-hand corner of the 
tool is the Video Playback window with shot information.  On the upper left-hand corner of the tool is the Shot Annotation 
with a key frame image display.  On the bottom portion of the tool is two different Views Panel of the annotation preview.  A 
fourth component, not shown in Figure 2, is the Region Annotation pop-up window for specifying annotated regions.  These 
four sections provide interactivity to assist authors of the annotation tool. 

The Video Playback window displays the opened MPEG video sequence.  As the video is played back in the display 
window, the current shot information is given as well.  The Shot Annotation module displays the defined semantic lexicons 
and the key frame window. The key frame is a representative image of the video shot segment, and thus offer an 
instantaneous recap of the whole video shot.  This is the region where the annotator selects the descriptions for the video 
segment.  The Views Panel displays two different previews of representative images of the video.  The Frames in the Shot 
shows all the I-frames as representative images of the current video shot, while the Shots in the Video view (as in the bottom 
of Figure 2) shows all the key frames of each shot as representative images over the entire video.  As the annotator labels 
each shot, the descriptions are displayed below the corresponding key frames in the Shots in the Video view.  Furthermore 
after the MPEG-7 descriptions are saved into an XML file, anyone can load and review these files at a later time by 
previewing the annotations at this views panel.  The Region Annotation window allows the author to associate a rectangular 
region with a labeled text annotation.  After the text annotations are identified on the Shot Annotation window, each 
description can be associated with a corresponding region on the selected key frame of that shot.  More details are shown in 
[17]. 
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Figure 1: VideoAnnEx Collaborative Annotation System 



2.2 Video Shot Segmentation 
A short video clip can be simply annotated by 

describing its content in its entirety.  However when the 
video is longer, annotation of its content can benefit 
from segmenting the video into smaller units.  A video 
shot is defined as a continuous camera-captured segment 
of a scene, and is usually well defined for most video 
content.  Given the shot boundaries, the annotations are 
assigned for each video shot. 

The VideoAnnEx Shot Segmentation component is 
based on the frame differencing of the color and motion 
histogram.  This algorithm uses sampled RGB color 
histograms in the I- and motion histograms in the P- 
frames of video sequences. Heuristic rules are designed 
to make the algorithms robust to flashes and noises. Shot 
segmentation process is executed in the background 
thread. Thus, users can start annotating videos right after 
they open an MPEG-1 file. Shot segmentation 
information can be saved or loaded in the MPEG-7 
XML.  An example of MPEG-7 shot segmentation file 
can be found in [17]. 

2.3 Ontology Editor and Controlled Item List  

Given the segmentation of video content into video 
shots, the second step is to define the semantic lexicon in 
which to label the shots.  A video shot can 
fundamentally be described by three attributes.  The first 
is the background surrounding of where the shot was captured by the camera, which is referred to as the static scene.  The 
second attribute is the collection of significant subjects involved in the shot sequence, which is referred to as the key object.  
Lastly, the third attribute is the corresponding action taken by some of the key objects, which is referred to as the event.  
These three types of lexicon define the vocabulary for our video content.   

Using the defined vocabulary for static scenes, key objects, and events, the lexicon is imported into VideoAnnEx.  Note 
that the set of lexicon as well as the category attributes are dependent on the application, and can be easily generated and 
modified using VideoAnnEx. Details of this ontology-editing component can be seen in [10]. 

2.4 Annotation Learning  
Annotation Learning is a characteristic that helps speed up the annotation speed. Right before the user annotates a video 

shot, predicted labels would have been shown on the “keyword” field of the VideoAnnEx. The prediction functionality on the 
current public-release version of VideoAnnEx v. 1.5 propagates labels from the visually most similar annotated shot. When 
VideoAnnEx opens a video, a background thread calculates the feature-space distances between shots in the video. A distance 
combining both the feature space distance and the temporal space difference of shots are calculated to decide the visually 
closest shot. This propagation mechanism has been shown quite effective and helpful in speeding up the annotation task. A 
new mechanism of incorporating pre-trained models is under development. 

2.5 MPEG-7 Video Segment Description 

The ISO standardized MPEG-7 defines the compatible scheme and language to represent semantic meaning of 
multimedia content. Our MPEG-7 output is the Video Segment Description Scheme. In MPEG-7, each video shot is defined 
as a Video Segment. Furthermore, the embedded <SpatioTemporal Decomposition> tag allows us to specify the region 
location and the corresponding text annotation in a key frame. An example of the output XML file can be found at [19]. 

2.6 Template Matching 
We developed a template matching mechanism to help users to detect text, logo regions in the shots with similar 

texts/logos in the same locations. Users first select a region from a shot. Then the client tool will automatically detect the 
similarity of the same region in other shots of the video and propagates the labels. We used color and edge features for 
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Figure 2:  Graphic Interface of VideoAnnEx. 



template matching. Only the regions that correspond to the location of templates are tested, and the result S is a binary 
decision on the test frames.  
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where C represents the color features and E represents the edge features. Four thresholds ECEC ττττ ′′ ,,, , were used. ()δ is the 
binary decision function, and d() represents the Euclidean distance of the test regions in the feature space. N is the number of 
pixels in that region. After binary decisions were made to the individual shots in a video, two consecutive temporal median 
filters were used to eliminate randomly false classified shots. .The window size of both median filters is five shots. This 
template matching functions has also been applied as a news/commercial detector [3]. 

3. OPERATIONS OF COLLABORATIVE ANNOTATION SYSTEM 

The VideoAnnEx CA Server provides a web interface for administrators and users to coordinate registration activities and 
manage annotation assignments.  In the initial stage, the project manager will assign to each group administrator a group ID 
and password to manage the group configurations. Afterwards, each group administrator is responsible for the coordination 
of its individual users through the VideoAnnEx CA Server web interface. The general users also access the VideoAnnEx CA 
Server to perform registration and follow up on their annotation tasks.  In this section, we will describe how the VideoAnnEx 
CA Server is used by the group administrators and the general users. These steps described below are advised to be followed 
in the prescribed order.  

Figure 3 describes how a user uses the VideoAnnEx 
Client for the annotation task. She first logs in the system 
using the client interface, then selects project and gets 
assigned lexicon and downloads the previous annotations. 
This finishes the check out process. After a video is 
checked out, it will be locked in the server so that no other 
annotator can annotates that video until this user checks in 
her annotation. She can annotate the video by saving the 
videos at local corpus and annotates video off-line. After 
the annotation is done, then she checks in the video to the 
server. This will unlock the video so it can be annotated by 
other users. More detailed description as well as example 
screen shots can be seen at [10]. 

3.1 Registration  

After the project manager assigns to each group administrator its group ID and password, the administrator goes to the 
VideoAnnEx CA Server home web page to register the group.  Thus during the first visit, the group administrator selects the 
"New User Registration" link to start the group registration. At the user registration page, the group administrator creates a 
new user ID for herself and click the submit button. After the new user ID is accepted by the VideoAnnEx CA Server, the 
individual must enter a user profile, which requires the full name, password, email address, and affiliation. After completing 
the user profile, submit the form to the server.  

When a user finishes setting up her user ID, password and user profile, each user must select the corresponding project, 
group, and role.  These advanced selections allow the user to designate the specific project and responsibilities.  Project 
denotes the collaborative project that the user is participating in.  For example, there are currently two projects, TREC 2002 
and TREC 2003.  Group specifies the local group community that the user belongs to.  Role refers to the responsibility of the 
user.  There are two roles to choose from, Administrator and General User.  Subsequently, the group administrators should 
choose Administrator, and the end users choose General User. Finally, a registration password is required to validate the new 
user.  The group administrators will be receiving passwords from the project manager. The general users will receive 
passwords from their corresponding group administrators. 
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Figure 3: Client Interaction with Annotation Server 



Finally after the user registration is completed, users are welcomed with a congratulations page with a summary of the 
project and group selections.  Also, a link for the newly registered user to log in to the VideoAnnEx CA Server is provided. 

3.2 User and Administrator Login  

After a user completes the registration process described in the previous section, the user can return to the VideoAnnEx 
CA Server home web page to login.  After the VideoAnnEx CA Server has verified the registered user, the individual must 
choose the appropriate collaborative annotation project they wish to work on. As soon as a user enters a collaborative project, 
the assignment management view is show to the user.   

3.3 Assignment Management  

After a user is registered at the VideoAnnEx CA Server, she can login at the home page and enter a collaborative project 
where the assignment management view is displayed, as shown in Figure 4.   The group administrator and the general users 
will get a slightly different view.  Figure 4 illustrates the view that a group administrator will see, which includes additional 
access features.  In the assignment management page, both the administrators and users will see the assignment list for their 
entire group.  This assignment list will include entries for user names, their assigned video files, corresponding lexicon files, 
resulting annotation XML files, and status of their latest activities.  The activities can be in one of the following annotation 
states: (1) no action, (2) checked out, (3) updated, and (4) 
completed annotation, which have corresponding color 
coded highlighting.  A summary of the entire group's 
annotation status is displayed in the bottom row of Figure 
4 called Status Statistics.  Note that the group summary 
status statistics is also viewable by all users of the project. 

In addition to the assignment listing and status 
statistics, the group administrator has additional functions.  
In the assignment list, the administrator has an additional 
column called "DEL", which allow the administrator to 
delete the corresponding video annotation assignment.  
The administrator is given the power to reallocate the 
group annotation with this delete functionality.  
Furthermore, the administrator can allocate additional 
annotation tasks by using the "Assign New Task" table.  
Using drop down menu selections, the administrator can 
assign new videos to users in her group.  Another useful 
feature is to automatically assign a fixed number of video 
annotation tasks to each newly registered member in the 
group.  This can be performed by selecting that fixed 
number.  In Figure 4, when a new user joins the group, the 
VideoAnnEx CA Server will automatically assign 5 videos 
to that user. 

Using the Assignment Management page of the 
VideoAnnEx CA Server, general users can track their annotation status and group administrators can manage the group 
annotation responsibilities.  The Assignment Management allows flexibility in allocating video annotation tasks while 
keeping track of everyone's progress.  

3.4 Annotation Download  

When a group has finished their allocated annotation tasks, the group is permitted to download all the complete project 
annotations. On the annotation availability page of the VideoAnnEx CA Server, one can see the group task status list by the 
different groups of the project.  Entries include the group name, administrator's name, their allocated video assignments, and 
the annotation status.  Whenever a group finishes all their assigned annotations, they will be able to download the 
annotations.  

 

 
 

Figure 4:  Interface for Assignment Management on the 
VideoAnnEx CA Server 

 



3.5 Collaborative Annotation Client  

The VideoAnnEx CA Server provides a web interface for group administrators/users to register themselves and monitor 
their annotation responsibilities.  The VideoAnnEx Client tool allows the actual annotations of video sequences and the 
registration of general users.  When an user open the VideoAnnEx v2.0 Client, the mode selection window pops up to ask the 
user to choose the annotation mode.  There are two modes, independent annotation and collaborative annotation. 

In the Collaborative annotation mode, we need to specify the user ID, password, the URL of VideoAnnEx CA Server, and 
the local video corpus directory. A new general user can click on "New User" to register his information on the server. Note 
that the local video corpus is the working directory of your video data. It can be a mapped network drive or a directory on 
your PC. This working directory should be used to contain the videos. If videos are not in any of the local or mapped-drive 
directories, then there will be a selection appeared in later session which allows users to download or copy video files to this 
directory.  

After login, user can select a project to work with, and then will get an assignment page from the VideoAnnEx Server. 
The annotator can choose a file to annotate. He can also see the story board of the video via the links under "Assigned File". 
VideoAnnEx Client will check the availability of the video. If the selected video is not in the specified local directory, then 
the annotator can choose to download it from other directory. Finally, the VideoAnnEx Client will download both lexicon and 
annotation MPEG-7 XML files from the server and allow the annotator to start or resuming annotating the selected video. 
After these steps, then users can start the annotation task. Detailed instruction on the annotation steps and tips can be seen in 
[10]. 

4. VIDEO COLLABORATIVE ANNOTATION FORUM  
The objective of the video collaborative annotation forum is to establish ground-truth labels on large video datasets as 

common assets to research society. They are meant to promote progress in video content modeling, understanding, indexing 
and retrieval researches and simplify evaluation across systems.  

The total TRECVID 2003 video set is about 104.5 GB of MPEG-1 videos, that includes the development set (51.6 GB,  62.2 
hours including 3390 minutes from ABC & CNN, 340 minutes from C-SPAN) and the test set (52.9 GB, 64.3 hours 
including 3510 minutes from ABC & CNN, 350 minutes from C-SPAN). 

Based on these common development set and common annotation set, forum participants can develop Type 1 (as 
specified by NIST) feature/concept extraction system, search system or donation of extracted features/concepts.  

4.1 . Phases of the Annotation Forum  

We built an MPEG-7 Annotation Tool to facilitate multimedia annotation tasks for general users. Use of MPEG-7 is 
transparent to users so that no prior knowledge on MPEG-7 is required.  Various features, such as shot segmentation, 
ontology editing, storyboard generation, etc., are provided.  In the next phase, we are developing a new version for 
collaborative multimedia annotation task in a distributed environment.   

There were five steps on the development of this collaborative annotation forum: In TREC 2002 conference, many 
participants agreed with the importance of common ground truth for system development and evaluation. Thus, from Dec. 
2002 to Feb. 2003, we extended our existing stand-alone VideoAnnEx annotation into a collaborative annotation system 
(VideoAnnEx v 2.0). As discussed in Section 2, this system provides a web interface for administrators and users to 
coordinate registration activities and manage lexicon and annotation assignments. From March 2003 to May 2003, we 
initialized discussions, made proposal, provided testing environments, accepted group signed-in, and discussed the 1st draft 
of controlled-term lexicon. We revised VideoAnnEx from v 2.0 to v 2.1.2 according to user feedback. We added several 
editing functionality and the multi-region concept annotation functionality in the tool. Twenty-Three groups signed in this 
annotation forum. 

From May 2003 to June 2003, we assigned 37 sample videos to groups, debugged/improved the client tool, finalized the 
lexicon, assisted some groups to get videos and set up experimental environment, and checked the validity of annotation 
results. 

In the next step, from June 2003 to July 2003, we assigned 106 videos to groups. In this step, forum participants 
completed the annotation of the TRECVID 2003 development set. We cleaned the annotated XMLs, corrected some typo and 
some irregular MPEG-7 XML files. The final set was released to the forum participants in July 14, 2003. 



In October and November 2003, we sent a 
questionary survey to the participants, collected 
their opinions on the forum, and presented the 
report in the TRECVID conference. The 
annotation result was released to public after 
the conference.  

4.2 Lexicon 

The lexicon used in this annotation task was 
drafted by IBM Research TREC Video team. It 
was finalized after the forum participants test 
annotating 37 example videos and then 
finalized by the common agreement of forum 
participants. A draft of this lexicon was first 
developed by IBM for the annotation task of 
TREC Video Retrieval Benchmarking 2001 
[18]. We categorized the lexicon items into 
event, scene and objects. In 2001, we looked at 
the content of 11 hours of NASA and BBC 
videos and developed a lexicon consisted of 85 
visual labels. These label items were 
hierarchically organized. In 2002, we expanded 
the original lexicon by looking at the training 
examples that are movies from 1940s to 1970s. 
Some part of 2001 lexicon was deleted, e.g., 
outer space planets. And, more life-related 
items were added to the lexicon. 123 visual 
labels were used in our TREC 2002 video 
annotation [1]. In 2003, we looked at the 
training video shots and added audio labels and 
more events. This 133-item lexicon is consisted 
of 35 audio and visual events, 38 visual scenes, 
11 sounds and 49 visual objects. A list of these 
133 items as well as their hierarchy is shown in 
Figure 5. 

There were not specific definitions or 
descriptions on individual lexicon items. 
However, NIST defined some items for the 
purpose of serving as a guideline for high-level 
feature (concept) detection. These descriptions 
are meant to be clear to humans, e.g., 
assessors/annotators creating truth data and system developers attempting to automate feature detection. They are not meant 
to indicate how automatic detection should be achieved. If the concept is true for some frame (sequence) within the shot, then 
it is true for the shot; and vice versa. A list of NIST defined lexicon items is shown in the Appendix. 

4.3 Annotation Guidelines 

These guidelines were enacted at the beginning of the forum. They served as a common agreement among forum 
annotators. 

• Common shot boundaries and key frames of the development video set are provided by volunteer TRECVID 2003 
participants. These information will be stored on the VideoAnnEx CA Server.  

• Because the automatically shot boundaries & key frames may not be perfect, annotators can/should manually 
improve the accuracy of shot boundaries and key frames of shots using the VideoAnnEx Client.  

 
Figure 5: The Taxonomy used in the annotation forum 



• For each shot, labels are associated on the 
whole shot and on the rectangular regions of 
the key frame of the shot.  

• (Updates on VideoAnnEx v2.1) Multiple 
regions can be selected on a key frame of the 
shot using the same label.  

• (Updates on VideoAnnEx v2.1) Templates 
can be used to automatically annotate logos 
and overlay text areas for the videos.  

• Annotators can specify additional keywords, 
if that are not covered by the lexicon.  

• Annotators only need to select child label 
items in the lexicon hierarchy. Individual 
system of participants should automatically 
propagate labels to their parent nodes.  

• Lexicon is designed for the appropriate 
description of the high-level feature (concept) 
in this video set.  

• The final common lexicon will be mutually decided upon by the forum participants.   

4.4 Results of Forum Annotation Task and User Studies 

From April to July 2003, 111 researchers from 23 institutes worked together to associate 197,822 of ground-truth labels 
(433,338 after hierarchy propagation) at 62.2 hours of videos. 1038 different kinds of labels were annotated on 46,305 
manually aligned shots. These videos are in the MPEG-1 format. The total file sizes are 51.6GB, with 6,707,286 video 
frames. A list of the histogram distribution of annotation labels is shown in Appendix B. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the 
annotated concepts. We can see that 107 concepts have more than 100 examples. Only 185 concepts have at least 10 
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Figure 6: Concepts and their numbers of positive examples in 
the development set 

Questionary for Video Collaborative Annotation Forum 2003 
 
Q1. After you were familiar with the VideoAnnEx Annotation Tool, in average, how long did you need 
to annotate a 30 min news video? (Please don't count your rest time!! ) 
 
Q2. Did you use the following functions? (Please select all you've used and indicate whether they were 
useful or not useful) 
a.) Template Matching, e.g., propagate text labels, logos, etc. 
b.) Annotation Learning, i.e., learned from previous annotation and propagated labels to the nearest 
neighbors in the feature domain 
c.) Label Editing -- copy, paste, delete, clear, etc. 
 
Q3. If there is another annotation task in the future, what kind of new functionality do you expect can 
make the annotation task more efficient? 
 
Q4. Do you think the lexicon we used (133 terms, including events, scene and objects) can cover most 
general concepts in the videos you annotated? How many percent of concepts do you think the lexicon 
covers? 
 
Q5. Do you agree we should use a larger lexicon for the annotation task? Given the limitation of the 
size of display window, how many label items do you think are reasonable and practical? 



examples.  

After the annotation task was finished, we sent a 
questionary survey to the 111 forum participants. Within 
two weeks, we received 38 effective replies. The 
questions are listed in the sidebar “Questionary for 
Video Collaborative Annotation Forum 2003.”  

In Question 1, we asked the users of the average 
annotation time for a 30 min video. The statistics of 
annotation time is shown in Figure 6. In average, the 
annotators use 3.39 hour per 30-min video. This is 
corresponding to 6.8x of the real time speed. The 
annotation efforts include shot boundary alignments 
(split or merge), keyframe adjustment, visual global 
annotation, audio annotation, and visual region 
annotation. The maximum one is 9 hours and the 
minimum is 1 hour. Although the annotation time varies 
from 2x to 18x, we could not observe apparent 
difference on the annotated labels contributed by the 
annotators who spend the most and the fewest time. We 
randomly select 12 videos that are annotated by one of 
these two categories of annotators and use VideoAnnEx 
to check these annotated labels. But, we could not observe apparent difference between them in terms of accuracy and 
completeness.  

Question 2 is a survey of the usability of three 
VideoAnnEx functionalities: Template Detection, 
Annotation Learning and Editing. The result is shown in 
Figure 8. Template Detection is designed for text region 
and logo detection. 55% of the annotators considered this 
feature helpful. Annotation learning is a label propagation 
feature which automatically annotates a new shot with the 
labels of its nearest neighborhood shot in weighted time 
and feature space. About 1/3 of the users consider this 
function useful. Nearly 80% of the users use the editing 
function, which facilitates the copy, paste, delete and clear 
of annotation labels. 

Question 3 is an open question to the annotators. We 
asked for their opinions on the future improvement of the 
annotation forum as well as the annotation system. Their 
opinions can be classified into these four categories: 
Interface, Efficiency, Stability and Ontology. Here, we excerpt several representative suggestions. For Interface, the users 
suggest these features may be useful: (1) Adding a Help: tool-tip which includes built-in annotation and lexicon instructions, 
and sample annotations; (2) Speech Interface which allows users to annotation via speech recognition or adding speech 
comment; (3) No lexicon scrolling to increase the efficiency; (4) Playing the video and audio faster; and (5) Automatic detect 
the existence of audio concept. Among these suggestions, we found that users are inclined to having more audio/speech 
interfaces to the system. For suggestion (3), this shall depend on the number of lexicon labels in the ontology or the way user 
selects a label. It may involve more complicated lexicon selection interface design.  

Users made some suggestions to improve the efficiency of the system: (1) Reduce time on shot alignment: with better 
shot segmentation and better correcting tools; (2) Annotate large groups of shots at once; (3) Rules for region annotation 
(e.g., propagation [people => person], non-regional concepts [indoors, outdoors, audios, …]) and (4) Initial detection for 
specific domain videos (e.g., sports, movie, ..). Among these suggestions, we think (1) can be improved as the performance 
of shot boundary detection improves each year in TREC VID benchmarking. VideoAnnEx can import shot segmentations 
from other algorithms via MPEG-7. (2) and (3) can be improved by additional interface design. If we observe the high-
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feature detection result of TRECVID 2003, we see 
participants can detect several genres of videos in a 
very good accuracy (e.g., weather, sports, etc.). 
Thus, some initial detection genre detector results 
may be considered to import into the system for the 
future annotation task. 

Another user concern is the stability of the 
system. The users hope to have (1) Less crashing 
and bugs; and (2) Regular automatic saves of 
annotation. From the users’ feedback, about 10% of 
the client system may crash when the annotator 
processes the annotation task after playing and 
annotating 250 shots. This may due to memory 
management issues in the MS operating system, 
while we have not clearly identified the cause yet. 
Because of this reason, some users suggest a regular 
automatic saves should be useful. 

Users suggest the ontology (concept description) 
can be improved to allow annotating more semantic meanings. They suggested to (1) Allow associate semantic relations 
between labels on the objects, e.g., a man is speaking in front of an U.S. flag; and (2) Have a built-in automatic hierarchy 
propagation, which is an interface design issue.  

In Question 4, we tried to ask annotators’ subjective opinion on the generic concepts that had been covered by this 
lexicon. This research is meant to explore users’ experience on the number of generic concepts as well as the completeness of 
the lexicon. We knew that the answer of this question may be highly related to the purpose of annotation and a lack of 
concrete definition of “general concept”. However, we purposely not to specify the context of this question in order to 
receive a statistics of general intuition from the annotators’ subjective opinions., Overall, the annotators consider the lexicon 
had already covered 81% (in average) to 90% (in median value) of the concepts they would like to annotate on those news 
videos. 58% of the annotators thought the lexicon covered at least 90% of the concepts. We may assume these annotators 
answer this question under the context of TRECVID concept detection and search retrieval benchmarking. We noted that 9% 
of the annotators chose not to answer this question directly, because of their concern on the ambiguity of context of this 
question, such as the purpose of annotation, the scope of annotation, the details of annotation, etc. A statistics of users’ 
subjective opinion on the lexicon completeness is shown in Figure 9. 

Question 5 is another subjective question to the annotators. We tried to ask annotators’ opinions on whether a larger 
lexicon should be used. Among the effective answers, 61% of the annotators thought the current number of lexicon labels is 
adequate. 21% suggested a larger lexicon, while 6% suggested to trim down the lexicon. The distribution of users’ opinions is 
shown in Figure 10. In the current design of 
VideoAnnEx, the lexicon is organized in hierarchy 
and is selected based on user’s mouse selection. In 
annotation task, users need have a rough memory on 
what labels are in this lexicon as well as their 
locations in the hierarchy. Although label trees can 
be collapsed or opened, users may sometimes need 
to scroll the bars to find out exact labels. Therefore, 
there is a limit on the lexicon to be used in practical 
issues. For instance, we tried to convert the 
Thesaurus for Graphic Materials I (TGM I) of 
Library of Congress [13] into MPEG-7 format and 
imported it into the annotation tool. TGM I provides 
a controlled vocabulary for describing a broad range 
of subjects depicted in such materials, including 
activities, objects, types of people, events, and 
places. This lexicon has 16,736 terms. Although this 
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lexicon provides more complete descriptive terms in assisting indexers in selecting terms for indexing and helping 
researchers find appropriate terms with which to search for pictures, finding the lexicon labels themselves becomes a problem 
in such a big lexicon. In the three years’ use of VideoAnnEx for TREC video annotation, we tried to constraint the number of 
controlled terms to the number of 100 -150, and leave an open keyword section for free annotation. Keywords may be 
organized in some sort of hierarchy afterwards. This strategy might be useful in practical use. However, to our knowledge, no 
rigorous study on the limit of lexicon number and user interface design issues have been studied before. In our opinion, how 
to effectively adopt a large lexicon in an annotation task is still an open issue. 

In addition to the user studies, we also tried an 
experiment to study the completeness of annotations on 
different annotators. Because this annotation task is totally 
done by human annotation, we can assume the false 
positive of the annotation accuracy is zero. To study the 
statistics of miss in annotations, we randomly selected 10 
videos and assign each video to two different persons in 
the annotation task. In other words, these 10 videos were 
annotated twice and 20 persons are involved in this 
experiment. In Figure 11, we show a comparison of the 
annotation results of these annotators. We assume the 
union of these two annotators is the complete ground-truth 
labels of shots in each video. Annotator 1 is the annotation 
result of the “better” annotator, who annotates more labels, 
for each video. The results are shown as the average 
number in each video. In average, among these 20 
annotators, each annotator labels about 68% of the 
assumed ground-truth. 78.7% of the ground-truth was 
annotated by the “better” annotator. This statistics may 
provide a hint of the completeness of annotations.  

5. SUMMARY  
We built an MPEG-7 Annotation Tool to facilitate multimedia annotation tasks for general users. Use of MPEG-7 is 

transparent to users so that no prior knowledge on MPEG-7 is required.  Various features, such as shot segmentation, 
ontology editing, storyboard generation, etc., are provided.  We developed a new version for collaborative multimedia 
annotation task in a distributed environment. We proposed a forum to collaboratively annotate semantic labels to the NIST 
TRECVID 2003 development set. From April to July 2003, 111 researchers from 23 institutes worked together to associate 
200K of ground-truth labels (433K after hierarchy propagation) at 63 hours of videos. 1038 different kinds of labels were 
annotated on 46K manually aligned shots. This large set of valuable ground-truth data should be very useful for the research 
community in the years to come. 
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8. APPENDIX 

8.1 Specific Lexicon Items Defined by NIST 

These 17 labels in the lexicon are defined by NIST for the purpose of high-level feature (concept) detection:  

1. Outdoors: segment contains a recognizably outdoor location, i.e., one outside of buildings. Should exclude all 
scenes that are indoors or are close-ups of objects (even if the objects are outdoors).  

2. News subject face: segment contains the face of at least one human news subject. The face must be of someone who 
is not an anchor person, news reporter, correspondent, commentator, news analyst, nor other sort of news person.  

3. People: segment contains at least THREE humans.  

4. Building: segment contains a building. Buildings are walled structures with a roof.  

5. Road: segment contains part of a road - any size, paved or not.  

6. Vegetation: segment contains living vegetation in its natural environment  

7. Animal: segment contains an animal other than a human  

8. Female speech: segment contains a female human voice uttering words during and the speaker is visible.  

9. Car/truck/bus: segment contains at least one automobile, truck, or bus exterior.  

10. Aircraft: segment contains at least one aircraft of any sort.  

11. News subject monologue: segment contains an event in which a single person, a news subject not a news person, 
speaks for a long time without interruption by another speaker. Pauses are ok if short.  

12. Non-studio setting: segment is not set in a tv broadcast studio  

13. Sporting event: segment contains video of one or more organized sporting events  

14. Weather news: segment reports on the weather  

15. Zoom in: camera zooms in during the segment  

16. Physical violence: segment contains violent interaction between people and/or objects  

17. Person x: segment contains video of person x (x = Madeleine Albright) 

 



8.2  List of the statistics of annotated labels (433,338 labeled items; 1,038 labels; 46,305 shots)
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